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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



S7-PLC over USB

Communication with S7-PLC via USB, just how and with what? 
 Data-communication with S7-PLC from PC or other devices via USB, which interface is
required. Questions you don't have to worry about. With "S7 over USB" you get the right
interface-products for PPI, MPI and Profibus. 
 Which one you use then is up to you.

Longer distances for L1-Bus

You need for your L1-Bus higher distance like the possible 1200m? You have strong
distrubance on your L1-Bus? You need a serial line for higher distances and this galvanic
decoupled? No problem, all this points are solved through the LWL-adapter. They are
available for artificial and optical fibre, for L1-Bus and RS232.



Malfunctions on the Bus although everything is (apparently) connected properly?

The S7-LAN can also be used for controlling/checking the MPI/Profibus. It will be
plugged on the Bus so that you can take a look at the status of the busses via software on
PC, for example the numbers of parity errors.

Simple and uncomplicated remote maintenance

Simple and uncomplicated remote-access to your devices/systems via the Internet
 VPN-tunnel, registration at any portal is not necessary, activate the device and select and
communicate with the opposite system
 No great effort to implement access. Use of the devices without consulting IT, no
time-consuming commissioning procedure
 All your devices in your own cloud, no access from third-party CONNECT-devices to
your devices/systems



Actual time for the PLC?

You need in your PLC a actual time? No problem, with the NTP-function the
S7-LAN-module get from a NTP-(Time-)Server the actual time and transfers it direct into
the configured PLC or for processing in a DB.

S5-PLC over RS232

Communication with S5-PLC via RS232, just how and with what? 
 Data-communication with S5-PLC from PC or other devices via RS232 (COM-port),
which interface is required. Questions you don't have to worry about. With "S5 over
RS232" you get the right interface-products for your interface of the PLC. 
 Which one you use then is up to you.


